To get to Kirk Lake, connect to the dirt road next to Priest Lake and follow it to the left. This dirt road will go around the east end of Priest Lake.

At the first fork in the road go right (should be able to see Priest Lake through the trees to the right). At the next fork in the road go left (there is a sign that says 'gate ahead' at this fork). You should come to a portion of the road where you will see old trashy cars and appliances. Go RIGHT at this fork (do NOT go down road with the trashy cars and garbage).

Keep driving and at the next fork in the road go left (at this fork there is a sign that says 'posted' on a tree). There will be a locked gate ahead. Phone Garnet ahead of arrival to ensure that they are there to unlock the gate. If Garnet is unfriendly, continue down the north road around the lake in search for other neighbors!

To get to Emily Lake, follow the rough track from Vananda, keeping to the right of the creek draining the lake. It may not be possible to drive all the way to the lake.